
Malaysia

DOUBLE YOUR
PRODUCT
INTRODUCTION BONUS
WITH DOUBLE PIBs

Available through Sept. 1, 2019

Open to all Associates, regardless of rank. This promotion is available in Malaysia and ends Sept. 1, 2019. New Members 
must order a qualifying pak at the time of initial enrollment in the same commission week. Once you reach your second 
new Member who purchases a qualifying pak in a commission week, you will qualify for the double PIB. If a new Member 
purchases more than one qualifying pak, the double PIB will only count on one pak. Limit one double PIB per new 
Member enrolled. 

Promotion rules are subject to change by Isagenix at any time without prior notice. Isagenix reserves the right to adjust 
or deny recognition or other awards to prevent or correct any attempts to circumvent the rules or to manipulate the 
promotion and to ensure that the spirit of the promotion is achieved. 

If a Member returns his/her qualifying pak, BV will be adjusted accordingly.

TIN (NRIC) validation must be completed before qualification period or you will not be eligible for Recognition/payout.
† A commission week begins at 12 a.m. Monday EST and runs through the following Sunday until 11:59 p.m. EST.

QUALIFY TO EARN DOUBLE PIBs
You must have two or more new Members join Isagenix with a 
qualifying pak (you can mix and match qualifying paks) during the 
same commission week.†

QUALIFYING PAK NAME

Weight Wellness Pak 150BV My Pak (with at least 173BV)

Performance Pak 300BV My Pak (with at least 353BV)

Healthy Aging Pak 1200BV My Pak (with at least 1412BV)

Silver Pak

Visit IsagenixBusiness.com to learn more.
The specific market values are calculated using the Foreign Exchange Multiplier. 
To calculate your market’s equivalent, simply multiply the U.S. amount shown by the 
applicable Foreign Exchange Multiplier for that specific market. This value is subject 
to change every quarter based on published exchange rates and will be valid for the 
following quarter.

HOW IT WORKS
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